Welcome to Saitharn Iyara Resort Kanchanaburi
Saitharn Iyara Resort is an ideal resort for your healthy trip
The resort is surrounded by mountains and river. The blend of nature and idealistic in 30
Rai area. The facilities are gorgeously decorated with slabs, fully furnished and accommodated
with Television, Refrigerator, water heater and Karaoke( For Thai customers in group)
Our resort is trusted by foreign travel agencies especially Russian who love to enjoy the
treks along the river, elephant rides, rafting and waterfall sightseeing.
We also welcome tourist who enjoy Nature, mountains, forest and rivers who looking for
a long stay.
For those who love to exercise. We have a pool (20x6 metres), a football field and
bicycles. Also we provide the elephant back riding treks, bamboo rafting and elephant shows
(experienced in nationwide tour)
Saitharn Iyara resort and Sai Yok Elephant park is open for movie crews looking for
shooting location. We also open for ceremony and seminar with seminar room that can
accommodate up to 50-300 persons. The resort is located on the riverside of the famous Kwai
river and close to many attractions such as Muang Singha castle park, Sai Yok Noi and Sai Yok
Yai waterfall, Tham Krasae station (Death Railway) etc.
Saitharn Iyara Resort is No. 1 resort on Google
The resort is newly established with area of more than 30 rai along the riverside of the
Kwai Noi River. The resort is decorated and created base on the nature that surrounded the
resort.
Special Offer : We provide satellite internet with connecting equipments.
Wi-FI : Free Wi-Fi access from your laptop or PDA.
Power Backup System : To ensure your vacation will be spent smoothly.
The Seminar room of Saitharn Iyara Resort
The seminar room can accommodate up to 50-300 persons.
Accommodation on raft with A/C and private bathroom ** No refrigerator
We have accommodation on rafts for those who love the river and fishing.
The Story behind Sai Yok Elephant Park
Sai Yok Elephant park was founded by Mr.Chaipong Saendee since 1996 . He was
raised from the family of elephant carer. The park was founded base on his love and

understanding of elephant life. He pick the location of the park carefully to suite with elephant's
well being; River for bathing, drinking and enjoying themselves. With natural shades and
abundance from the jungle, the elephant feel safe to mate and new offspring of elephants are
born. We are proud of this quality and we want you to be part of our elephant conservation and
spread the fame to global level.
Our ancestors are Gui people (Suai People) of the elephant village in Surin. We inherit
the knowledge of elephant life past down through generations. In the past, elephant serve as the
transportation for the farmers. Dragging logs and trees for household construction. Pulling carts
to transport the agriculture goods. Representing as a symbol of wealth to the owner .In war time,
elephant serves as the war elephant for the King. This is why Thai people are so bonded to them.
Now that the jungle is shut down for preservation. Elephants are no longer need for the
works in the jungle. To adapt to the changing world, Mr. Chaipong decided to train them for
tourism business of elephant trekking. Earning the income to our nation.
At first, the Sai Yok elephant park is not well-known to tourists. The herd of elephant is
smaller than nowadays. But as there are lots of improvement and the ideal habitat for elephant
together with the development of elephant feed by Mr. Chaipong base on his knowledge. The
developed feed become elephant’s favorite and helps them in becoming healthier.
The pass ten years, Sai Yok Elephant park become a well-known attraction of Thailand to
the world. Many elephant babies are born, fun packed talent show of elephant babies bring out
joy from visitors. This leads to employment opportunity for the locals which bring incomes to
the neighborhood.
Sai Yok Elephant Park is awarded with Best Elephant Park, Best elephant show, OTOP
award, Best Elephant park standard. With more than 50 elephants at the park, Sai Yok elephant
park become the largest elephant park in Kanchanaburi with enough elephants for visitors to
enjoy. Taking care of elephant is a difficult and challenging task as it requires love and
understanding of their nature. Mr. Chaipong understand this and able to successfully overcome
the obstacles. The Soo Laew Ruay show has come to record an episode to show how Mr.
Chaipong, a true elephant man, successfully run the park. It would be our honor to invite you to
participate in conserving Thai elephants, the symbol of Thailand, to be known to the world.
Activities
Elephants feeding
Elephant is a large animal with enormous appetite. There is local belief that feeding them
will bring you lucks and fortune.
Take a photo with the elephant.
Capture the memories and happiness with digital photographing service where you can
pick and get the photo right away
There is a belief in Thailand that riding the elephant back along the flowing river
and jungle will bring you treasure and promotion.
Enjoy the cuteness of the newborn elephants.
Enjoy the elephant babies’ talent show
Only at Sai Yok elephant park! Luk Krok Plai Thep Mongkolchai
Bamboo rafting along the Kwai Not River
Sai Yok Elephant park located on highway no. 323 heading from Kanchanaburi to
Sai Yok at 45 kms from Kanchanaburi. We have more than 50 elephants and lots of new born

elephants. Locate right next to the jungle, river and mountains also the communities, many
attraction and government office which will make your trip runs smoothly
We provide the resting area for guides and drivers with wooden cradle, coffee and
snacks. With souvenir, photographing service and drinks.
Stadium seat for elephant talent show that will let you enjoy the show.
The station for getting on the elephant ride is right next to the elephant’s habitat
result in fast service
We welcome all tourists to visit Sai Yok Elephant Park.
Accommodation Rate
Room ‘s
Quantity/Room
Name
Iyara 1-10
2

Room Rate/Baht/Room Quantity of Extra Bed/Baht/Pax
Brakfast
1,800
2
400

Iyara 11-15
Hassadinthorn
Koonchorn
Kodchasarn
Erawan
Ruamkacha
Raft

1,500
3,000
12,000/cottage
3,000
1,800
4,000
1,200

2
4
2
4
2
10
2

2
4
10
4
2
10
2

‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’

Prices are subject to change without notice.
For long holiday, only packages tour will be sold.
Terms and conditions.
Sai Yok Elephant Park and Resort Co., Ltd. as the owner and service provider of
www.elephantpark.com reserve the rights for all terms and conditions of goods and services
provided in this website as stated below.
Category 1 : Communication Methods
Communication methods between customer (and/or customer's representative) and the
company will be acknowledged as trade agreement only those follows the communication
methods stated below.
1. Contact via phone through 034-532-031/081-801-7706/081-941-0957. For group tour
price quote please contact Ms. Kanta 081-8569521 (Contacting through mobile device number
will not be consider as business arrangement )
2. Contact via Fax through 034531279/034532032
3. Contact via email through the company’s email stated later in this website

4. The company reserve the right to hold no responsibility any damage cause by act of
dishonest to customers without company’s acknowledge.
5. The working hour is 8:00-17:00. The company will hold no responsible of damages
caused by reservation made outside of the working hour. For more information please inquire
from the staff (Please ask for the staff's name)
Category 2: Payment method
Important information : Customers and Purchaser must transfer the payment to
company's corporation bank account name "Saiyok Elephant Park and resort company limited".
Company will hold no responsibility of damages of any payment made to individual or other
corporation.
Sales staff must wholly provide the payment condition for purchase of goods and services
documents with the bank account number of the account name "Sai Yok Elephant Park and
Resort Company limited". Customer must notify the company of the payment transfer via the
means of communication provided in category 1 Means of Communication no. 1-3. Customer
must provide the name and information of the payee so that the company can contact back. If you
did not notify the payment to us, the purchase will not be completed and may result in
cancellation of the reservation without notice.
Category 3 Change and cancellation of services.
Change, Amendment, Cancellation of goods and services.
1. Any changes or postpone must be made at least 45 days before the travelling date.
2. In case of wire transfer, Customer must deposit 50 % of the amount then pay the
outstanding 50% on the date of check in. In case of payment through credit card, additional 3%
will be charged. If you cannot check-in on the reserved date, we will acknowledge the act as
cancelling the reservation and no refund will be made and we cannot accept to postpone the
reservation as we cannot sell the accommodation to other customer in time.
3. Verbal reservation and payment will not be completed until you received an officially
confirmation from the Sales staffs who is in charge during the office hour

Contact Saitharn Iyara Resort.
Tel
Fax
Kanchanaburi office 034-532-031
034-532032
Personal/Family
081-941-0957 Miss Pui 034-531-279
(08.00-17.00 hour.) 081-801-7706 Mr.
Daily
Choompon Saengwan
(General Manager)
Bangkok Office
081-856-9521 Ms. Kanta 02-948-

Email
Iyara_saiyok@hotmail.com

Kanta.vit@hotmail.com

For group tour/
government
office/Health trip
08.00-17.00
hour.(Mon-Fri)

1595#809

Contact Sai Yok Elephant Park
Tel
Fax
Email
Kanchanaburi 034-591-255
034-591-255 Kanta.vit@hotmail.com
Office
081-878-9979 (Mr. Somsak
( 08.30-16.00 General Manager)
hour)
Request for quotation of
Daily
elephant ride, bamboo
rafting, rent as shooting
**Please arrive location
before 15.30
hour.
082-556-4929 (Ms. Maem)

Saitharn Iyara resort's map. Click here to zoom in.

Map for Saitharn Iyara Resort and Spa
Tel 081-801-7706, 081-941-0957, 034-532-031
in text box : *** Enter from Mahidol University junction
***Enter from Muang Singha castle
From Kaeng Sean junction drive straight for 28 kms and you will see Bang Jak Gas station.
Drive straight for another 100 metres then turn left and go straight for 5 kms. When
you reach the crossroad turn right. Drive straight for 8 kms and you should reach Wat
Soom Soom on your lefthand side. go straight for another 200 metres then turn left
and cross the bridge. When you see anouth junction turn righthe resort will be on
your righthand side.

Package tour for Saitharn Iyara Resort and Spa
Transportation fee for Commuter D4D van from Bangkok is included
Van is available everyday

2 Days 1 Night
Saitharn Iyara Resort and Spa
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

First Day
Bangkok - Tiger Cave Temple (Wat Tham Sua), Tham Khao Noi Temple Historical Death Railway -Elephant Trekking - Sai Yok Noi Waterfall
06.00

Depart from Bangkok in VIP air conditioned van to Karnchaburi. Our staff will
welcome and provide baggage loading service with great service mindset. Serve
food and drink (Meal no. 1)

10.00

Arrive at Tiger Cave Temple. The temple is located on the hilltop. Take the
challenge of climbing 121 Naka steps (Similar to Doi Sutep Chiang Mai) or take
the shuttle tram. Pay respect to the Buddha image at the temple uphill or take the
elevator to pay respect to the holy relic of Buddha at the top of 7 level high Chedi.
Enjoy the stunning view of wachirarongkorn dam. For the trip down the hill, we
recommend you to take the eldery stairs to visit the Tiger Cave and pay respect to
the Buddha image in the cave.

.
11.30

Hop on the train ride along the Death Railway. Enjoy the sight seeing of the
jungle and the agriculture field. Experience the excitement and beauty of the
Death curve, River on one side and cliff on the other side of the train. The curve is
famous for being the top Photography spot. Arrive and get off the train at Tham
Krasae station.

12.00

Lunch (Meal No. 2) and Check-in at Saitharn Iyara Resort.

13.00

Arrive ar Saiyok Elephant park. Enjoy the elephant ride, trekking and sight seeing
of the stunning view along the riverside of Kwai Noi River.

15.00

Arrive at Sai Yok Noi Waterfall (also known as Khao Pang Waterfall). The
waterfall is named Khao Pang Waterfall from the collapse of the limestone cliffs
which create the limestone hillock. The water source is from the top of the
mountain and the steam flow down along the 15 metres high limestone cliffs
through the surrounding kinds of tree and flowers. Reeds can be seen in the area

19.00

Dinner (Meal No. 3) and rest at the resort for your leisure

Second Day The Surasee military camp movie studio – The bridge over river KwaiLunch at Discotheque Raft - Shopping
07.30

Enjoy your beakfast (Meal No.4) and the fresh air of The Kwai Noi River

08.30

Take you to the movie studio where “The Legend of King Naresuan” was filmed.
The movie is a historical epic trilogy that bring the pride to Thailand. The filming
location is set on the Surasee military camp Tambon Latya. Witness the gorgeous
sets from the movie in the enormous 2,000 rai area such as Wat
Mahathenkanchong, The royal gun room, Kingdom of Bago, The lion throne,
dungeon cell, Sunphet castle throne, Bago royal hall. The photo exhibition from
the movie is also provided. The guides will be easily spotted around the studio
with plasma screen to give you the story of the studio and the history of Thailand.

11.00

Sight seeing at River Kwai Bridge, the historical site built during World War II by
The Japan Empire army. Japanese army has recruite allied prisoners of war such
as English, American, Australian and Dutch to build this railway across Burma
for strategic reason. There is one portion that cross the Kwai Yai River. The
bridge and railway face a lot of difficulties such as atrocities of war,deseases and
malnutrition. Thousands of prisoners lost their lifes here. Take your time to look
around and take photo of the site. Souvenir shops can be located around the
bridge.

12.00

Lunch (Meal No. 5)

15.30

Shopping for souvenior from Karnchanaburi at Kaew Shop, The famous
souvenior shop of Karnchanaburi. Then travel back to bangkok

18.00

Arrive in Bangkok safe and sound.

***End of package***

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note

Saitharn Iyara Resort and Spa reserve the rights to change the itinerary of this
package in case of force majeure. The Company will make the decision base on
customer's benefit and will maintain the standard of service as stated.

